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This project will develop over several months: from planting
and tending to a garden, to enjoying the garden in bloom.
An important element will be learning about and understanding pollinator plants, including those that may already
be growing in the school. At the same time students will
develop a better appreciation for pollinators.
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Pollinator Project
by Laura Ní Fhlaibhín

Project aim: To create a pollinator garden in the school, and encourage greater biodiversity. Children will develop an understanding of visual art projects that focus
on supporting and respecting the natural environment. This is a long-term project
that can involve a range of classes, and parents and families could also lend a
hand!
Duration: 8 Lessons, 1 hr 15 mins each
Suitability: Appropriate for all class levels
Materials: - Wildflower seeds, pollinator plants, gardening
equipment, poster paints, brushes, papers, cereal boxes,
white card, pencils, coloured pencils, paper plates, oil pastels, lollipop sticks, coloured tissue papers, glue (natural or
eco preferable), shoeboxes.
- Planting site (ideally an outdoor site in the school), or plant
pots of various sizes.
- Camera or phone to take photographs
Integration Opportunities:
- Green Schools: This is a perfect whole-school project and
can link in with the Green Schools initiative.
- Literacy: a variety of writing activities can develop from
the project such as descriptive writing, poetry and recount/
procedural.
- Geography: students can map out the garden site.
- Science: classification of plants and insects, habitat and
soil testing could all be explored through this project.
Tips:
- Planting and tending lessons (lessons 3 and 4) will require
additional staff and adult support; perhaps parents and
Green school Committee can be involved.
Useful links:

https://biodiversityireland.ie
https://www.biodiversityinschools.com/pollinator-project.html
https://greenschoolsireland.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/Biodiversity-2018.pdf
http://pollinators.ie/schools/
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Lesson 1: Introducing the pollinator project
Warm-up: 10-15mins
- Allow children to discuss and respond to images by artists
who engage in planting projects:
- Katie Holten, with her garden in Derry: https://www.katieholten.com/
factorygarden
- Joseph Beuys, ‘7000 Oaks” https://kassel-marketing.de/jp/documentax/
documenta-outdoor-exhibits/7000-oaks

Introduction: 10mins
- Introduce and discuss with the class the term and meaning
of pollination, and the vital role bees and other insects play
in maintaining the earth’s biodiversity.
Development: 40mins
- In groups of 4-5, ask students to research plants that are
particularly useful pollinators, and that are found in our
habitat. Ideally, students should research using a variety of
resources, including iPads.
- Devise with the help of the entire class, a list of Irish pollinator plants, and most common pollinators, give each group
a selection of insect and plant names.
- Ask students to work with their groups to create drawings
of a range of pollinator insects, plants and flowers. The
drawings are to be mounted on a series of white cards, cut
to similar size of playing cards.
- On the reverse of each card, students need to write the
insect and or plant’s name.
Conclusion: 10mins
- Students can play a game in groups, using the plant cards,
to learn the names of the pollinator plants and flowers.

Lesson 2: Planning the pollinator project
Warm-up: 10-15 mins
- Ask students to recap on the need for pollinators and
attempt to identify the pollinators using the plant and flower
cards.
Introduction: 10 mins
- Ask children to explore the school grounds in groups of
4-5 students, to look for pollinator plants and flowers that
8
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are already growing. They should also note if there are any
insects around.
Development: 40 mins
- Reunite the class and ask everyone to discuss plants and
flowers they identified.
- Help students identify any other plants and flowers present, and classify as appropriate.
Conclusion: 10 mins
- Back in the classroom, encourage children to continue to
discuss the pollinator plants and flowers that may already
be in the school grounds, and the possibilities of growing
more pollinator plants and flowers.
- Invite children to create a plan of areas on the school
grounds that have pollinators and areas of the school that
could be planted with pollinator plants and flowers.

Lesson 3: Planting and tending
the pollinators
Warm-up: 10-15 mins
- Ask children to discuss their pollinator maps from the previous lesson, in particular sites of growth around the school
grounds.
Introduction: 10 mins
- Ask students to gather the necessary tools for planting
wildflower seed mix. Assign a particular area in the school
grounds to each group.
- Ask students to create planting signs on lollipop sticks, listing the wildflowers in the mix.
Development: 40 mins
- Working in groups of 4-5 students and an adult, plant wildflower seeds in designated sites around the school grounds.
Each group should be responsible for cleaning after them and
putting the gardening tools back in place.
Conclusion: 10 mins
- As a class group, invite children to discuss the required
conditions and growing time, and folklore associations of the
range of wildflowers that has been planted.
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Lesson 4: Planting and tending
the pollinators
Warm-up: 10-15 mins
- Urge children to discuss the pollinator plants and flowers
that have been planted and those that have been identified
around the school.
Introduction: 10 mins
- Ask children to draw wildflower labels on white card,
including the flower’s name. Ask them to create drawings
of existing pollinator plants and flowers on the school site.
These cards will be laminated for outdoor use.
Development: 40 mins
- Request students to place the cards in the soil as pollinator
identification markers.
- Attach the cards to existing pollinator plants and flowers to
raise awareness of biodiversity on the school site.
Conclusion: 10 mins
- Ask students to discuss the range of pollinator plants and
flowers that they have noticed in other local habitats.
- Invite students to discuss the actual work required to look
after the plants, such as watering, weeding, etc. Ask students to decide, supported by you and other adults, a rota
of care for the roles and responsibilities associated with the
garden.

Lesson 5: Colour exploration
with the pollinators
Warm-up: 10-15 mins
- Ask students to observe the pollinator plants and flowers
that are growing on the school site. In groups, students will
photograph the plants from close-up perspective.
Introduction: 10 mins
- Back in the class, ask students to compile their photos into
a slideshow and discuss the range of colours in evidence.
Development: 40 mins
- Using red, white, blue and yellow poster paints, challenge
10
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students to create a range of colours that are found in pollinator plants. It is important to explain to students that this
activity is focused on colour mixing lots of blobs of colours,
rather than painting flowers or plants.
Conclusion: 10 mins
- Assign roles to students so that everyone assists in cleaning up their painting areas.
- Invite students to share their created colours with the
class, and explain how they made the particular colours.

Lesson 6: Painting pollinators
in mixed media
Warm-up: 10-15 mins
- Ask students to observe the pollinator plants and flowers
that are growing on the school site.
Introduction: 10 mins
- Back in the class, explain the challenge: create a painting
of the pollinator plants and flowers in the school, using a
shoebox! Then create flowers and plants in 3D with a range
of materials to be included in the shoebox.
- Show the class a variety of approaches to painting,
focusing on expressive processes rather than purely
figurative, such as the work of Laura Owens and Cecilia
Danell.
Title: Untitled, 2008 : https://www.owenslaura.com/visual/
Title: Birch Trees at the Edge of Winter, 2019 : http://www.kevinkavanagh.
ie/cecilia-danell/

Development: 40 mins
- Encourage students to paint imaginatively, gaining inspiration from the school’s pollinator plants and flowers.
- Ask children to paint on the interior base of the shoebox.
Conclusion: 10 mins
- Invite students to share their work with the class and explain the details that they will work on in the next lesson.
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Lesson 7: Painting pollinators
in mixed media
Warm-up: 10-15 mins
- Introduce drawings and paintings by contemporary artists,
with a focus on experimentation of line and texture:
- Nigel Peake: https://www.nigelpeake.com/books/2011/in-the-wilds/
- Fuchsia Macaree: http://www.macaree.ie
- Maurice Sendak: “Where the wild things are”
- Michael Craig Martin: https://www.moma.org/calendar/exhibitions/331
- Tania Kovats https://drawingroom.org.uk/drawingbiennial2015/drawing/
drawing-from-salt-crystals.-no-5
- Simryn Gill https://drawingroom.org.uk/drawingbiennial2019/drawing/
cats-cradle

- Ask students to discuss the details of the school’s various
pollinator plants and flowers, focusing on colour and shape.
Introduction: 10 mins
- Encourage children to use oil pastels to add details and
colour-blending to their painting.
Development: 40 mins
- Urge students to choose a selection of coloured tissues and
papers to add to their painting.
- Ask them to cut and tear the papers and glue to their work,
as in a collage.
Conclusion:
- Invite children to share their experiences in combining
various materials in their paintings.

Lesson 8: Painting pollinators
in mixed media
Warm-up: 10-15 mins
- Invite children to discuss the details of various pollinator
plants and flowers growing at the school, focusing on colours, buds, leaves, berries, etc.
Introduction: 10 mins
- Introduce the range of materials to be used for this lesson: lollipop sticks, coloured tissue and paper, glue,
13
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scissors and any other available materials. The class will
discuss creative possibilities, “how could we create lavender
flowers using the tissue paper?”, or “How can we cut paper
to look like a buttercup?”
Development: 40 mins
- Ask students to create freestanding plants and flowers
using a range of tissues and paper.
- Help children pierce small slits in the top of the shoebox
for the lollipop sticks to slide down. The detailed flowers
and plants, created with paper and tissue, can then be
glued onto the sticks. The painted scene will have a range of
perspectives and detail.
Conclusion: 10 mins
- Invite students to share their work as a studio tour in the
classroom.
- Encourage children to give a title to their 3D painting.
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This project imagines an ideal space, an imaginary island.
The project includes a development phase, time dedicated
to encountering contemporary artists and reflecting on their
work, building an environment they can move inside, producing finished artworks and planning an exhibition.
The idea for imagining an island, run by kids is based on
Paul Maheke’s game, Imagine the Perfect School
https://www.serpentinegalleries.org/learn/moving-up/perfect-school
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Imagine an Island
Run by Children
by Clare Breen
Project aim: to develop a more complex awareness of collaboration and community
through active, participatory design. Children can also build an awareness of their
agency as citizens within a community, especially if references to their local area
are incorporated into these classes.
Duration:
3 lessons, 90 mins each + 1 lesson, 3 hours
Suitability:
1st to 4th classes
Materials for Lesson 1
A set of cards for each brainstorming group with questions
(list of questions below.) Large rolls of brainstorming paper
(old wallpaper can work for this,) drawing materials for
brainstorming, markers, many rolls of coloured insulating
tape, scissors, masking tape, scrap paper, plasticine, lollipop sticks crowd made in project “Companions” (optional.)
Lesson 1 requires printed material:
Questions to be printed for each group before the class:
Where is the island located? What does it look like? What is the name of your
island? Why did you choose this? Who lives on this island? (Are only humans allowed?) What do people do all day on the island? (Do children have jobs? Is there
a school?) What kinds of facilities are there? What do people wear? Are there any
rules on the island? What are the five most important things to know about the
island? Who cleans the island?
Materials for Lessons 2 and 3
A large painting surface eg: old blinds (usually available in
recreate -see “Resources”); large, thick pieces of paper eg:
wallpaper; corrugated plastic, the sheets of plastic used in
election posters. These can be easily primed with a layer of
white emulsion paint rolled on (these should be 1meter +).
Paint brushes, water and rags, heavy pencils, printed text
from previous week (list of facilities on the Island run by
kids) stuck up on the board.
Materials for Lesson 4
A large selection of recyclable materials for building shelters
(long paper tubes, pipes, bamboo sticks, full bedsheets,
loose fabric, foam from cushions, flattened cardboard
17
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boxes, insulation material, old election posters, tarpaulin,
materials to attach eg. clothes pegs, crocodile clips, tape,
string, thread.) One table per group, four chairs per group,
flags, rolls of brown paper, oil pastels, scissors, plasticine,
clean tin cans (with no lids), non-stretch thread (it will not
work if it is stretchy!), large nail hammer.
Integration Opportunities:
- S.P.H.E.: these lessons will prompt children to understand
their role as active and responsible citizens.
- Maths: this project can provide opportunities to study
measurements and perimeters.
- Geography: opportunities with mapping.

Lesson 1: Brainstorming and map making
Introduction: 15 minutes
– Divide the class into groups of 3 or 4.
– Give each group a roll of paper and a set of cards. –
Groups should move through the cards themselves, answering the questions, adding drawings and notes, gathering as
many ideas as possible.
Development: 50 mins
– Groups should pin their sheets to the wall and can work
on the floor if the floor has a surface that they can stick
material to (wood, lino, etc.), otherwise they should bring
tables together for each group and use the table tops (3
tables per group).
– Using insulating tape, ask groups to begin by mapping out
the perimeter of the island.
– They should then cut out pieces to add buildings, amenities, geological features.
– They can expand this map by adding drawings on paper
and standing them or placing them within the map.
– If they progress to this level, they should begin to build
narratives around the various spaces they have identified as
important, make note of these spaces as you move through
the room.
– Children should take pictures of their maps, get down low
and take images not just of above but from the side and
inside. If necessary take extra pictures so a document exists
with the many ideas they will have come up with through
making that won’t be included on their brainstorming
sheets.
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– These images can be printed before the next class.
Conclusion: 25 mins
– The crowd of individuals should be saved carefully and
any other details that can be rescued.
– Sit together as a group and ask them how they managed.
Introduce questions designed to probe their thinking towards the components of a society, do people use money
on this island? Should things be free? Could there be a barter system? How are things maintained? Who cleans things?
Where do people sleep? What happens as people get older?
– Give them some time to write in their notebooks and to
make a quick drawing of the map they made. Ask them to
think of some more questions about this island for the next
session.
Notes
- Take the children’s sheets and spend 20 minutes looking
through them and making a list of all of the facilities they
come up with, eg: park, supermarkets, public swimming
pool, orchard, arcade, zoo. Write these out on a long list,
print these out and cut them up for the next class. Try to
ensure a combination of natural and man-made spaces.

Lesson 2: Paintings
Building on the ideas developed earlier, children will work
on collaborative paintings in order to develop them further.
They will expand their ideas for the kinds of places they feel
would be important on the island.
Warm-up: 15 mins
Building a soundscape for a space → see book 1, p.22

Introduction: 10 mins

- Make a small presentation of the work of Ana Fernández
and Abel Rodríguez. Choose one piece from each to look at
in detail. Encourage children to explore the image through
conversation. (Artists texts on next page)
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Ana Fernandez lives in San Antonio in Texas. She is a painter
and runs a food truck called the Institute of Chili. Ana loves
the city and paints scenes from her everyday life, people in
cafes, in shops, at home having family parties. Ana tries to
show what daily life is really like in San Antonio.
https://anafernandez.com/painting.

Abel Rodriguez (Mogaje Guihu) is an elder from the Nonuya
ethnic group (an indigenous group) in the Colombian Amazon. Abel is in his 70s now, but when he was younger he
learned all about the plants of the rainforest from his family.
He never went to university, but he knew a lot more about
plants than many botanists because he lived with plants
all his life and got to know them. He helped botanists from
outside of Columbia to travel safely in the rainforest studying
plants and learning all about ecology and medicines. When
Abel got older he moved to the city and began to make
drawings of the rainforest from his memory. He remembered
all of the trees and plants with great detail, just like someone
from the city might remember their favourite shops, buses or
the colours of traffic lights.
https://www.documenta14.de/en/artists/13538/abel-rodriguez

Development: 40 mins
– Ask children to work in groups of four to produce a painting. They should choose one of the places from the list of
man-made and natural spaces.
– As a group they need to plan a painting of this place, they
can work on some scraps of paper for this, but they should
decide colours and layout together.
– Invite them to begin the painting with a drawing underneath. They should then select their paint colours and
begin.
– They can work slowly on this painting building up layers.
Remind them to step back from the painting, to think about
how it will look when hung on the wall.
Conclusion: 25 mins
– Leave the painting somewhere to dry, students will return
to them in the following class.
- Ask the class to walk around to each painting, offering
ideas, solutions, additions.
- Encourage students to take 5 minutes to document the
process in their notebooks- they could cut up and collage
the plans and/or make a quick painting.
20
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Lesson 3: Paintings
This is a continuation of the previous week’s work.
Warm-up: 10 mins
The Circle of Knots → see book 1, p.23
Development: 50 mins
– Inform students that their paintings should be complete by
the end of the class.
– Children work in groups of 4 to continue their painting
– Encourage them to add plenty of detail. If their paint is
dry from the previous week, they can begin this week by
adding details with pens and pencils on top of the dry paint.
Conclusion: 25 mins
– Decide on a way to hang these paintings in the class.
- Sit together to talk about all of the places that are needed
in a community. Did they miss any of these when they imagined their island, run by children. It is likely they missed
service spaces, talk about the necessity of hospitals, post
offices, police stations, places of worship for a community.
How do these places help us to live happily together? What
services do they provide? How do people who work in these
place help to provide care for a community?
- Ask the children to write a short text about this island,
considering these services alongside all of the other fun
facilities.

Curious minds

Lesson 4: Space matters when it becomes a
place : Build, draw, build, reflect
This is a double class and it is important that it is kept as
one long class and not divided, in order to allow the children time to play with construction, to try some unsuccessful things out, to fail a little bit and to copy each other. If the
time is cut short, some groups will not have moved past the
frustrating stages of failure.
This lesson could take place in a large hall, in an empty
classroom or outside if the weather is meant to be good for
3 hours.
Introduction: 20 mins
- Introduce students to the work of Marjetica Potrc:

Marjetica Potrc is an artist and architect who lives in Berlin. She was born in Slovenia (formerly Yugoslavia) in 1953.
Marjetica is interested in making artwork that helps people
reflect about their place in the world, where we live and how
we live together.
She travels all over the world building things with different
communities in different places. The most important part of
her work is collaboration, working with other people. Marjetica says: “space matters when it becomes a place.” This
means that when people work together or build something
together they can feel a sense of belonging that was not
there before.
-Ask children to think of a place near your school or where
they live that was built by the community. Talk about this
place, introduce questions that elaborate on the idea of
community and belonging to a place (customs, games, flags,
etc. )
Warm-up: 20 mins
The Great Game of Power → see book 1, p. 24
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Development: 1hr 45mins
Part 1: Building it is important that the space this activity takes place in is
(45 minutes) empty apart from the materials used for the class.
– Split children into groups of 4/5
– Ask each group to take a table and four chairs and move
them to “the best space in the room” (this is subjective.)
– Place a selection of large building materials at the centre
of the room (keep back about half of the materials including
pegs/ clips and large pieces of fabric.)
– Ask children to gather their materials from the pile (this
can be a free-for-all or they could take turns, this depends
on the group), take them to their selected space and build a
shelter for themselves. Ask them to decide the parameters
and requirements of this space.
– Encourage them to make a sketch/ design plan before
they begin (in their notebook), nevertheless, be aware that
some children will work better as they think through the
materials while building.
– Walk around amongst the groups and distribute the materials that were kept back in an even way. Make sure all
groups have some boxes, some pegs and some fabric.
– After about 40 minutes they should have assembled
something fairly sturdy (they will often progress into building narratives around certain parts of the construction, like
defence, specific sleeping/ cooking/ eating spaces.)
– At this point, put out some pastels, rolls of brown paper
and scissors. These can be used for signage.
– Take a tour of each shelter, ask children to sit in a circle
on the floor while each group presents. Ask if they have
come up with a team name, a song, a dance, a name for
their shelter, do they have rules? Have they developed any
relationships with the surrounding shelters? (If they have
bartered/ stolen materials from other groups, this can lead
to an interesting conversation.)
Break – 30 mins for lunch/ etc.
– (If possible, lunch could be taken inside the shelters.)
Part 2: Drawing - Invite children to use their notebook and sit and draw
(15 mins) their shelter from a number of angles. They should try to
draw observationally and include arrows and text to describe something that is unseen (for instance a sleeping area
behind a curtain). This can be done with markers, adding
texture, colour and notes can give them an opportunity to
describe parts of the structure that they cannot render well.
23
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Imagining or sketching the ideal version of a thing, a utopia,
can help us to better understand how to work with what we
have, and how to improve it.
Art is not just a thing, it is something that happens in the
world and it is a way to help us learn with and from one
another about the world we inhabit.
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Part 3: Building – Bring the group back together to sit in a circle. Ask if these
community and com- shelters are all on separate islands or if they are all on one
munication (45 mins) island? If they were to make a community what would they
need? Suggest infrastructure, roads, bridges, electricity,
internet, telephones – what could they make here in this
room?
Building a system of communication:
A tin can telephone and signals.
– Give each group a tin can with a hole in the bottom made
with a nail and hammer (if children are old enough it might
be possible for them to make these themselves.)
– Measure a piece of twine/ string for each group, do this by
stretching from one group to another.
– Allow the children to thread the string through the holes in
the cans and to tie a knot in the string.
– This tin can telephone works very effectively at a good
distance when the string is stretched very taught and is not
touching anything (in order for the sound to travel by vibrations.)
– Send a message from one end of the room to the other and
send a reply.
– Using the materials they have, they could also make a flag
signal system. Bring them together and ask them to think of
a list of messages they might need to communicate with one
another, write these up on a board, eg. Come visit us for a
party, do not disturb, help! I have something to trade.
– Ask them to choose 4 messages and to decide a flag for
each of them (eg, red circle = help, blue square = come
visit us for a party, yellow triangle = help! Green X = I have
something to trade)
– They can return to their shelters and make these flags,
then communicate with a combination of flags and tin can
telephone.
Conclusion: 35 mins
– Take plenty of pictures before these are taken down, these
pictures can be printed and handed out for them to collage
into their notebooks in the next class.
– The groups should sit together at the end of the class
and talk about how they got along together, ask what was
difficult about this exercise. How did the group come up
against problems? Were they a strong group? Think about
the qualities they demonstrated as individuals, were these
26
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the qualities of their group? (reintroduce vocabulary about
emotions and dealing with emotions properly: did they have
a lot of arguments or did they help one another. Were there
any unexpected problems (like the shelter falling?)
– Give some time to draw their communication system, making note of the flags they used, what they meant and how
the telephone worked.
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Printmaking as
protest
by Laura Ní Fhlaibhín
Project aim: To introduce printmaking techniques with a focus on environmental
activism. Students will analyse the use of prints in recent climate strike school
protests and ‘Extinction Rebellion.”
Duration: 4 lessons, 45 mins per lesson
Suitability: 5th and 6th classes
Integration Opportunities:
- History: looking at protest movements in an Irish Context,
such as Suffragette, Women’s right to vote campaign.
- Literacy: creating strong, powerful statements for use in
protest prints.
Materials:
Cardboard boxes, foam cleaning cloths, poster paints,
coloured paper
Logistics Tips:
- The classroom can be organised into printing stations at
tables, with 5-6 students at each table. Each table will have
a selection of paints and wooden spoons and rolling pins to
apply pressure to the print.

Lesson 1: Introduction to printmaking
Warm-up: 10 mins
- Encourage students to look at and respond to a selection
of poster prints, discuss the role art can play in political
activism. Focus attention on composition and formal elements: writing fonts and layout of the poster.
Introduction: 5 mins
- In groups of 3-4 students, ask children to come up with a
range of political slogans related to climate change.
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Development: 20 mins
- Invite children to share their environmental awareness
slogans with the entire class.
- Ask students to select their favourite slogan and explore a
variety of fonts in which to write it, using A4 sheets, rulers
and pencils.
- Ask students to draft a poster of the slogan, exploring the
layout and size of their text.
Conclusion: 10 mins
- Invite students to share their draft poster ideas with the
entire class.

Lesson 2: Creating a print font
Warm-up: 5 mins
- Ask students to share their posters drafts with the entire
class so as to refresh their ideas.
Introduction: 5 mins
- Explain the project challenge to the group. Ask children
to create a poster print to raise environmental awareness,
combining text and a logo or image.
- Illustrate the need to use letters and an image of a reasonable size- as they will be cut out they cannot be too small.
- Remind students that the text will flip direction when printed, so they need to be mindful of the layout.
- Ask students to create their final font for their slogan, using
A4 paper and pencil.
Development: 25 mins
- Each student will use one cardboard piece and one foam
surface to work on their print, each surface approx. A4 size.
- Ask students to draw out their font slogan on one piece of
foam surface using pencil and a ruler to keep the letters of a
similar size.
- Students will then cut out their letters.
- Ask students to glue the letters onto the cardboard surface
using your glue of choice.
Conclusion: 10 mins
- Invite the class to share their work with each other and
discuss the various types of font created. Clean up.
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Lesson 3: Creating a logo for printing
Warm-up: 10 mins
- Invite class to look at and respond to a series of logos
and images from recent climate strike school protests and
“Extinction Rebellion”. Focus the discussion on the effectiveness of simple, bold designs.
Introduction: 5 mins
- Ask students to create a poster print to raise environmental awareness, combining text and a logo or image. The focus of this lesson will be on the addition of a logo or image
to compliment the previous lesson’s text.
- Remind students that the image will flip direction when
printed, just as the text did, so they need to be mindful of
the layout.
Development: 20 mins
- Each student will use one foam surface to work on their
print, each surface approx. A4 size.
- Ask students to decide on the final logo or image, and its
placement, that they will add to their text print.
- Ask students to draw out their image on one piece of foam
surface using pencil and a ruler to keep the letters of a
similar size.
- Students will then cut out their design.
- Ask students to glue the design onto the cardboard surface.
Conclusion: 10 mins
- Encourage the class to share their work with each other
and discuss the complete print created, a combination of
print and image. Clean up.
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Lesson 4: Exploring printmaking with a
range of colours and surfaces
Warm-up: 5 mins
- Invite students to look at and respond to a series of logos
and images from recent climate strike school protests and
“Extinction Rebellion”. In this lesson, the discussion will
focus on the use of colour on the print and background
colour.
Introduction: 5 mins
- Ask children to make prints using a range of paints and
papers.
- Display the available paint colours and paper colours in
front of the students.
- Demonstrate how to make a print: paint is carefully applied to their image and text surface, using a brush. This
has to be done as neatly as possible so the print does not
smudge. Press the print, taking great care, unto the paper
surface, use a wooden spoon or rolling pin to apply
pressure.
Development: 25 mins
- Invite children to choose the paint colour they wish to use
and instruct them to apply paint carefully into foam areas.
Urge them to use kitchen paper to wipe away any excess.
- Ask children to place a clean sheet of paper on their work
surface and then place the print on the paper. Ask them
to apply pressure and slowly lift print away from paper to
avoid any smudging.
- Students can then print again using a different colour paper.
- Instruct children to clean the paint from their foam and
print again using a different colour paint in a further lesson
if they so wish.
Conclusion: 10 mins
- Invite the class to share their work with each other. When
dried, the print posters can form a school display.
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Book 2: Spring
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